Abstract -In this paper, we discuss a posteriori estimates for the Maxwell type boundary-value problem. The estimates are derived by transformations of integral identities that define the generalized solution and are valid for any conforming approximation of the exact solution. It is proved analytically and confirmed numerically that the estimates indeed provide a computable and guaranteed bound of approximation errors. Also, it is shown that the estimates imply robust error indicators that represent the distribution of local (inter-element) errors measured in terms of different norms.
Introduction
In classical settings the Maxwell problem is defined by E, D (electric field and induction), H and B (magnetic field and induction) satisfying where C Ω is the constant in the Friedrichs inequality for the domain Ω. For solenoidal fields we also have the estimate (see, e.g., [7, 13] )
Green's formula in a 2D setting states that for any y " 
¤ 7
∂ Ω y¥ w¨n § ds so we find that 
where α 1 and α 2 are arbitrary numbers in
Ω5
and R i , i £ 1¦ 2¦ 3¦ are defined by (2.9)-(2.11).
Proof. From (1.3) it follows that
where
By applying Young's inequality to the right-hand side of (2.8), we obtain
which implies (2.4).
Remark 2.1. A form of λ which is optimal (from the theoretical point of view) is obtained in [9] , where similar estimates are considered for a 3D problem.
and this estimate is sharp.
Proof. It holds that
It means that the estimate is sharp. 
On the other hand,
Thus, we conclude that 1 2 
so the lower bound is sharp.
Numerical results
Estimates derived in the previous section have been verified in a series of numerical tests, which are discussed in this section. Approximations for the model problem were calculated with lowest-order Nédélec's elements of the first type (e.g., see [7, 8] ). It should be noted that in the derivation of the upper bound we used the Helmholtz decomposition for the numerical approximation of the exact solution.
Because of this, we are assuming that the numerical approximation belongs not only to H ¥ c url § but also to H ¥ d iv § . With the lowest-order Nédélec's elements the normal component is not continuous across the element edges, so the divergence of approximate solutions is not square summable. To overcome this problem we chose to force the normal continuity by post-processing the numerical solution. Alternatively, one could use the nodal Courant elements to obtain approximate solutions, which belong to H 1¨H 1 . This problem does not arise with the upper bound p S 1V F , because it can be derived separately without using Helmholtz decomposition (see [3, 9, 12] ). Also the lower bound does not require the square summability of the divergence of the numerical approximation.
The free parameter y was obtained by globally minimizing the upper bounds with respect to y. Global minimization results in a finite element problem for y, which can be solved with standard nodal finite elements. Increasing the order of elements or using a more refined mesh than the mesh on which the approximate solution was computed results in better values for the upper bounds.
The performance of the upper bounds is measured by the so-called efficiency index
To get sensible values for the lower bound, the free parameter w should be a better approximate solution to the problem than the original approximate solution v. A better solution can be computed by simply refining the mesh and computing a new solution on this mesh. The finer the mesh, the better values for the lower bound we get. .2) we also used a gradient averaging technique to compute y. It works as follows: for each node we calculate the approximate solution's curl values on the surrounding elements and weigh them by the sizes of respective elements. Then average the values to obtain a value for the node. For the first test example we take
For this problem we know the exact solution
which is the same for all $ } 0. Table 1 shows the behaviour of the error majorants
the approximate solution is calculated on a mesh with 82 elements and post-processed so that the divergence of the approximate solution becomes square summable. In the left-hand part of the table, the results correspond to the case in which y is computed by minimizing of majorants on the same mesh as for the approximate solution, using piecewise affine continuous approximation. The right-hand part exposes the results obtained by piece-wise quadratic approximations. It is not surprising that the efficiency indexes in the quadratic case are lower. The number of the degrees of freedom for quadratic approximation of y is roughly 4 times more than for the linear case. Another observation, which follows from Table 1 linear y is slow, but using quadratic elements for y we clearly see that the upper bound converges to the exact error. Also, calculating the free parameter in the lower bound p B
in the refined meshes shows that the lower bound is also sharp. From these results we can conclude that one can achieve arbitrary accuracy for the bounds if one is willing to use some time to compute the free parameters in the bounds.
For the second test example we take
For this problem we do not know the exact solution. A reference solution was calculated in a mesh with 286114 elements. Table 3 gives the efficiency index values for the three upper bounds with some mesh sizes. An approximate solution was computed for each mesh and post-processed so that its divergence becomes square summable. The free parameter y was calculated with linear elements in the same mesh. , and y avg denotes the function obtained by the simple averaging procedure described earlier. The free parameter y glo was calculated with linear elements in the same mesh in which the approximate solution was calculated. In Figs. 1-3 we have marked with black color all elements with an error greater than the average error. The top rows present the results for indicator (3.1) and the bottom rows for indicator (3.2) . In each row the first picture shows the exact error distribution that the indicators are supposed to indicate. The second picture shows the result of the indicator with y glo , and the last picture shows the result for the same indicator with y avg . Generally we observe good performance with y glo . With y avg the indicators do not perform so well.
